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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2040-In the past, Selena and Lorraine were called the 
peerless duo on Earth. 

The two were almost the same no matter how they were compared. 

However, now, Lorraine had surpassed Selena by more than one notch. 

‘You should change. Now you have cultivated a Saint’s body, stepped into Saint Realm, 
and become one of the few female Saints in Star Kingdom. How gratifying,” Eira said 
with a smile. 

Although her physical condition was not very good, she was in a great mood. 

There were also smiles on the other pale elders’ faces. 

“Lori, you really lived up to our expectations! You survived through your own willpower.” 

“Not only did it live up to it, you turned out even better than we expected.” 

“Lori, you’re a woman with the strongest willpower I’ve ever seen, and your 
achievements will be limitless in the future. We finally have a successor, and this is 
totally worth the price we paid.” 

The three of them spoke one after another, and they were all praising Lorraine without 
hesitation. 

“I am only the way I am because of you all. Without your efforts, I would just be an 
ordinary woman. I don’t know how much time it would have taken for me to achieve 
what I am now, and it may have even been impossible even after a lifetime of hard 
work,” said Lorraine gratefully. 

“Don’t humble yourself. The four of us have sacrificed a lot for this forbidden technique, 
but Lori, if you don’t have enough willpower and could not hold on, you wouldn’t have 
been able to achieve what you are now. Therefore, this can be regarded as a mutual 
achievement.” 

“No matter what, I will always remember your kindness and I will never forget it in this 
lifetime,” Lorraine said solemnly. 

“Lori, with your words, it shows our sisters’ hard work was not in vain. You should get 
used to the soaring strength too. We are leaving too to recover.” 

“Please, go ahead. After I’ve fully adapted to my new strength, I will pay my respects to 
you all.” 



After the conversation ended, the four sisters each took a look at Lorraine and then left 
with satisfied smiles. 

Lorraine achieving this in one step was beyond their expectations. 

They were surprised, but aside from that, they felt even more ecstatic. 

In this way, they had saved a lot of time. 

The most important thing now was to recover from weak states before proceeding to the 
next step. 

Shortly after the four left, Lorraine, who was completely naked and sitting cross-legged, 
suddenly opened her eyes. 

There was a gleam in her eyes. 

In fact, she had already adapted to the changes in her body. 

She was just lying because she did not want to face her teachers. 

On the surface, the four of them did pay a huge price to raise her strength to the current 
level, but was this really selfless dedication? Was there no other conspiracy behind 
this? 

Lorraine knew that nothing was free in this world. 

She entered the Iridescent Sect and became a disciple of the four in just a few months. 

The relationship between them was far from the level where one of them was willing to 
sacrifice themselves to improve the her. 

If it was Lorraine, she would certainly not do this. 

So why were they willing to do this for Lorraine? 

What was the dark secret behind this? 

Or was there a conspiracy that Lorraine had no idea about? 

What did this have to do with her alluring body? 

These were the questions that hung over Lorraine’s mind. 

Celeste was raised by the four, but she was abandoned just because she made a little 
mistake and was then imprisoned in the ice cavern to face the wall for a hundred years. 



Their relationship that lasted nearly three thousand years meant nothing. 

Not to mention that Lorraine and the four had only been together for a few months. 

Based on this, Lorraine was sure that the four did not have pure intentions for paying 
such a high price to improve her strength. 

She was a woman who was unwilling to accept the arrangement of fate. 

Naturally, she would not just let others manipulate her, not even if this person was her 
master. 
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